
A three-way bidding war between Exxon,

BP, and ConocoPhillips could soon be

brewing which may be about to send POLR

shares ballistic...

Just confirmed: Geologists now estimate

that POLR may have 550 million barrels

of recoverable oil (more below).

Polar Petroleum (stock symbol: POLR)

may be about to hand us a massive

windfall, like we witnessed on Carrizo

Oil, Denbury Resources and Northern Oil...

Astute investors are buying shares in

Polar Petroleum now anticipating

mindblowing gains of up to 1,800%...

(more details below...)

Dear Subscriber,

In the subject line of the email you just
opened, I promised to tell you about a tiny
oil stock which could hand you 1,800% gains
in the near term Here is the company which
I'm urging my readers to acquire shares in
NOW...

Polar Petroleum (stock symbol: POLR)

https://www.hardassetreport.com/landing/#geologists
https://www.hardassetreport.com/landing/#thethree
https://www.hardassetreport.com/landing/#thethree
https://www.hardassetreport.com/landing/#thethree


Polar Petroleum (stock symbol: POLR)

If you haven't already
placed your buy order,
I suggest you consider
doing so immediately.
Government sources
have confirmed a
stunning news
announcement could be
issued by the Governor
of Alaska which may
send shares of Polar
Petroleum into
overdrive and hand you a fortune if you position
yourself right now (more details on the Governor's

expected announcement below).

Plus, it's come to my attention that
Polar Petroleum (POLR) is now completely
surrounded by the world's biggest oil
companies including THREE supermajors --
- ConocoPhillips, Exxon and BP. Polar
Petroleum may become the target of a
‘three-way bidding war' which could
erupt any day, handing us massive gains.

But listen. The Governor's new
legislation and a potential ‘supermajor
bidding-war' are just two reasons I
expect to see shares in Polar Petroleum
(POLR) rapidly soaring higher in the
near future...

The fact is, there are several more
reasons why POLR shares could blast
through 1,800%...

Polar Petroleum (POLR) has
positioned themselves with
a 45,000 acre prime oil
project in the fairway of
Alaska's prolific North
Slope --- a region which
has already produced more
than 16 billion barrels of
oil --- and is known to
host billions more.

Plus, their spectacular oil
project is surrounded by
supergiant oil fields,
including the massive
Prudhoe Bay and Kuparuk
deposits... two of the
largest oil discoveries in
the history of the United
States, which have already
produced billions of



produced billions of
barrels of light oil and
still have billions more to
go.

But what sends my profit-
meter soaring is the
phenomenal newly-identified
oil deposits which Polar
Petroleum (POLR) could be
sitting on --- something
the USGS has now confirmed as Alaska’s answer to North Dakota’s
amazing Bakken field --- which has handed investors absolutely
stunning profits.

Remember these three "tiny" oil companies?

*Carrizo Oil & Gas (CRZO) jumped from 
a little over a buck to more than $70 a share... 
for a monster increase of more than 5,500%...

*Denbury Resources (DNR) shot from about $1 to over $35 for an
amazing surge of 3,400%...

*Northern Oil & Gas (NOG) ran from $2.45 to more than $30 a
share... an increase of 1,100%...

As you may recall, all these companies started out as “unknown” oil
stocks which could be purchased for between $1 to just over $2 per
share.



share.

If you’d purchased just one of them, such as Carrizo Oil, you
could’ve turned a $10,000 investment into a stunning $550,000
windfall.

Just think how your portfolio would look today if you’d acted then.

“OK Ken,” some of you might be saying, “I wish I’d paid attention and
bought Carrizo Oil, Denbury Resources and Northern Oil back when they
were cheap. But I missed the boat, and now it’s too late.”

Listen, that may be true. But it’s not too late to buy Polar
Petroleum (POLR)... a company which could hand you the same massive
gains we saw on Carrizo, Denbury, and Northern Oil... perhaps more...

Yes, many of these astonishing oil stock
picks have performed extraordinarily well.
Yes, the junior oil sector can quickly
generate millions and even billions of
dollars of shareholder wealth. Yes, I’m
expecting junior oil stocks to continue
handing my subscribers vast profits in the
months ahead.

But here’s the one thing you need to
remember: Polar Petroleum (POLR) may become
my TOP performing junior oil stock of 2013,
potentially handing us 1,800% gains... and
then go on to post even bigger returns (keep
reading to find out just how high this stock
could go).

I don’t want to overstate things folks, but
this stock has twenty-bagger written all over
it.

Here’s why:

First, Polar Petroleum’s scientific team
recently estimated it could be sitting on 550
million barrels of recoverable crude.

And at today’s price of around $90 per
barrel, what’s a barrel in the ground worth?

The answer to that question depends on lift-
costs and several other factors which Polar’s
technical team will have to work out. But
let’s be cautious and call it a measly ten
bucks per barrel, for quality crude.

And remember, I'm not talking about low-grade crude. No. I’m talking
about potentially “unassisted flow” to the well-bore. Therefore
you’ll agree, $10 per barrel could be a ridiculously low estimate of
what Polar’s oil project might be worth. Even so, it would put the
gross value of a 550 million barrel asset at around five billion
dollars.

That's right --- more than half-a-billion barrels of oil. And that's



That's right --- more than half-a-billion barrels of oil. And that's
not even including any shale oil resources or natural gas. Friends,
that would be enough oil to turn tiny Polar Petroleum into the
hottest oil stock of the year.

Folks, that could put Polar’s stock as high as one hundred dollars
per share (based on 42 million shares outstanding).

But let’s pare it down even further, and de-risk our estimate by a
whopping 80% --- resulting in a $20 per share target for Polar
Petroleum (POLR). You’ll agree, buying shares now while they’re still
relatively cheap is an outstanding speculation. You can now see why
I’m calling for 1,800% gains on this stock --- and why it could be my
biggest junior oil stock gainer of 2013.

Listen, Polar Petroleum has the key features I look for in a winning
junior oil stock:

*Huge potential recoverable oil resource with multi-billion
dollar upside

*Assets in an area-play oil zone with mammoth, multi-zone
potential

*Drill-ready oil project with high-impact upside

*Underlying oil price in a major uptrend

And yet the fact is, Wall Street hasn’t even heard of Polar Petroleum
(POLR) --- at least not yet. My subscribers stand to make stunning
gains when the ‘herd’ discovers this amazing stock.



But the story gets even better...

What the supermajors know, but have
only recently acknowledged, is that
the oil-rich North Slope of Alaska
doesn’t just contain light oil. No.
There is extensive shale oil
capacity, the vastness of which has
only begun to be defined.

Largely untapped, Alaska’s massive
accumulation of shale oil is
expected to have a relatively high
API which may flow unassisted to
the well-bore. Much of it can be
produced using existing technology,
and the big players such as $32
billion Halliburton intend to do
just that.

In fact, Polar Petroleum's neighbor
has recently announced they could
be sitting on up to 2 billion
barrels of shale oil. That value is
astonishing.

Does Polar Petroleum’s stunning oil project also contain shale oil
riches? They’re not saying, at least not until the proper tests have
been done --- but judging from the location of their project and
their proximity to existing test wells, I believe it’s very likely.

You see, the entire region (not just Polar Petroleum) may soon turn
into a hotbed of shale oil production.

So let me summarize:



*Polar Petroleum (POLR) has an
advanced oil project in the heart of
Alaska’s ‘mega-production zone’ ---
the prolific 16 billion barrel North
Slope...

*It’s surrounded by three of the
world’s supermajors who’ve locked-up
the neighboring multi-billion barrel
supergiant Prudhoe Bay oil deposit
and are desperate for more
reserves...

*There’s a “political kicker” which
could ignite a “new Alaskan oil
rush...”

*It’s in the midst of an emerging oil
play which could contain up to an
additional 2 billion barrels of
oil...

*The entire region is now believed to have massive shale oil
potential which could soon send Alaskan oil production
through-the-roof...

*And geologists now confirm that Polar Petroleum could have
550 million recoverable barrels of oil...

You'll agree, those reasons are more than enough to justify
purchasing shares immediately. But is there anything else? Yes,
actually.

It turns out, there's a “little” com-
pany which neighbors Polar Petroleum's
project, directly to the southeast.
It's name is Repsol --- and it's the
largest oil company in Spain and the
fifteenth largest refiner in the world.
They’re not quite a supermajor, but
they clearly aim to be. But what are
they doing up in Alaska?

Well, it turns out that Repsol is look-
ing to become a powerhouse in the
region --- and they’ve got the land,
technology, determination, and money to
do it.

In fact, Repsol recently “gobbled up” the assets of a tiny private
company right next to Polar Petroleum in a deal valued at $768
million. They’re now sitting on more than 500,000 acres of oil leases
with multiple prospects.

Multi-billion dollar Repsol could be on a “takeover
binge” and Polar Petroleum (POLR) could be their next
target...

Plus, they’ve made commitments to invest up to $9 billion in the com-



Plus, they’ve made commitments to invest up to $9 billion in the com-
ing years.

They’re aggressively pushing exploration because they're convinced
Alaska is about to experience a massive surge...

What does all this mean for Polar Petroleum shareholders? Simple.
Repsol is hungry for growth, and they’ve already acquired all the
land right up to Polar’s doorstep.

If Repsol tries to expand any further, they’ll bump into
ConocoPhillips. If they turn the other direction, they’ll bump into
Exxon. If they go sideways, they’ll hit BP. In other words, in order
to grow any further, they’ll have to talk to the guys who control the
45,000 acre lease-block right next door --- Polar Petroleum --- which
sits directly on the Trans Alaska Pipeline.

Listen... if Repsol doesn’t gobble-up Polar Petroleum,
then there are three supermajors who could very easily
beat them to it...

Folks, there it is.

The fact is, Polar Petroleum has everything we
could hope for in terms of:

*near-term profit potential...

*long-term massive growth prospects...

*enormous regional upside...

*multiple technology factors...

*multi-zone oil potential...

*and several majors each of whom could
send the stock skyrocketing in a
bidding-war for Polar’s assets...

Listen, you may have heard stories of the world’s wealthiest people -
-- the likes of George Soros, Eike Batista, and John Paulson ---
making billions of dollars almost overnight. They astutely sought out
markets which, under the surface, were wound tighter than slingshots
--- then they sat back and waited for the inevitable release.

When it happened, they made billions. The same thing could be about
to happen with Polar Petroleum.

Polar Petroleum (POLR) has quietly amassed
an impressive oil project encompassing
some of the most valuable oil prospects in

https://www.hardassetreport.com/landing/#mapzoom


some of the most valuable oil prospects in
the North Slope region of Alaska. With a
series of exciting multi-zone oil
prospects and participation in the hottest
oil region in the hemisphere, Polar
Petroleum is entering an accelerated
period of hypergrowth.

Translation: Polar Petroleum’s share price could easily go 
"supernova"...

In nearly two-decades as a geologist and market professional, I’ve
rarely seen an oil company with this much near term profit potential.

Yet the fact is, at its current share price, the market

capitalization of Polar

Petroleum is relatively puny. And exciting
news could soon be coming out. All major
indicators point to the company being valued
at a higher multiple in the near-term. At
that point, Polar Petroleum will be climbing
the ladder of oil-industry leaders and
successful investors could be in the enviable
position of deciding what to do with their
profits.

Investors in Polar
Petroleum have been
handed a chance to
multiply their money
several times
over...

If you want to
maximize your chances of making huge profits, buy this stock now.

The markets are --- temporarily --- unaware of the enormous value
waiting to explode in Polar Petroleum’s share price. This is the
consummate buying opportunity, albeit one that won’t last long.

Buy Polar Petroleum (POLR) now before a stampede of investors begins
rushing into a rising market for this stock.

The slingshot could be released at any moment... pick up shares in
Polar Petroleum before it’s too late...

The fact is, you need to buy shares --- FAST --- if you haven’t
already done so. This will likely be your last chance to buy Polar
Petroleum at its current low levels before it soars much, much
higher.
Confidential Subscriber Report: Symbol: POLR
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How to Purchase POLR Shares

Company name: Polar Petroleum Corp.
Symbol: POLR
Shares out (1/13): 42,952,500 common
Phone number: 1-888-765-2773
Website: www.polarpetro.com

If you are an astute investor who likes to buy stocks before the
herd, I suggest you purchase the stock right now... before it
skyrockets and gets completely out of reach.

If you are a new
investor to junior oil
stocks, you probably
missed out on all the
other winners. While
other investors were
loading up on big-
gainers like Denbury,
Carrizo, and Northern
Oil, you were getting
left behind.

DON’T GET LEFT BEHIND
AGAIN.

You could be counting
your profits when Wall
Street propels the
market higher...

But remember, your window of opportunity is very limited... I expect
to see Polar's share price soon leaping upward...

WARNING: I insist that you take partial profits when the share price
of Polar Petroleum (POLR) doubles in price from its current levels.
Let the remainder of your position ride the wave of Wall Street
buying which could propel the share price even higher.

Now is the time when the rubber meets the road. It’s time to act
decisively.

Go online and buy shares now. And get ready to make a fortune...

For maximum profits,

Ken Williams
Editor, Hard Asset Report

IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER: This stock profile should be v iew ed as a paid adv ertisement. In order to enhance public aw areness of Polar Petroleum and its securities through the

distribution of this report, Commodity  United Ltd. paid the publisher the sum of $250,000. This total production budget w as applied tow ards costs associated w ith creating, printing and distributing

this report. Ex cess funds remaining after production, if any , w ill be retained by  the publisher as profit. This publication is not, and should not be construed to be, an offer to sell or a solicitation of

an offer to buy  any  security . This publication, its publisher, and its editor do not purport to prov ide a complete analy sis of any  company ’s financial position. The publisher and editor are not, and

do not purport to be, broker-dealers or registered inv estment adv isors. Any  inv estment should be made only  after consulting a professional inv estment adv isor and only  after rev iew ing the

financial statements and other pertinent corporate information about the company . Inv esting in securities is speculativ e and carries a high degree of risk. Past performance does not guarantee

future results. This publication is based ex clusiv ely  on information generally  av ailable to the public and does not contain any  material, non-public information. The information on w hich it is based
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future results. This publication is based ex clusiv ely  on information generally  av ailable to the public and does not contain any  material, non-public information. The information on w hich it is based

is believ ed to be reliable. Nev ertheless, the publisher cannot guarantee the accuracy  or completeness of the information. This publication contains forw ard-looking statements, including
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long term, pricing pressures, etc. Hard Asset Report is a trademarks of Commodity  United Ltd. All other trademarks used in this publication are the property  of their respectiv e trademark holders.
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